
Aichiveerecords re my requests with Rhoads' 10/28/77, poo
rly packaged, femaged and delayed 

in'mail until 11/4/77. Released to Howard Roffman. 

Because these had previously been denied me and "Because 
we have determined that there 

is no compelling reason to deny you access to any of thes
e materials..." I find myself 

wondering what made them change their position. That Howa
rd resides in a different 

District? Is the clerk of a federal appeals jedge? The re
alize that we are getting closer 

to being able to file suit? But it is clear that a( I was
 denied and be there was "no 

compelling reason"for / that denial. Request date given as 10/19/76. 

Tab C 4/3/70: Reflects factual inaccuracy and a policy of
 not complying while pretending 

compliance. It is necessary to understand that the record
s are nit in a reading room, are 

not available, have to be askedefor, and there is no index o
r even a meaningful list to 

be used as a basis for asking. his withholding rather tha
n releasing attitude is carried 

forward by the factual errors in graf 2: 

They did in fact inform the press of the withheldfFerrie records. A news story was my 

source. I beoieve I quote it in 0 in N.O. In truth they h
ad more. In the end I got them. 

They erred on the Nichols photograph. It took an enormous
 amount of effort to obtain 

the truth: the picture was taken for me. In the end they 
wrote a letter of apology,whether 

or not it here follows. Without records what else he refe
rs to is not now clear. 

Their deliberate decision is to violate the 10—day law. I
t appears not to have occurred 

to them that compliance was easier and much less work. 

Page 2 reflects that as & mare than a year after my requ
est for the memo of transfer 

and when they were to continue to withhold if gror years m
ore, "Bob Tock...salled to say 

that he thinks the 'memorandem of transfer' will probably
 have to be made available for 

research and is transmitting his view to Mr. Harding." 

JL- do you expect a clearer confession? Or a more lucid. s
tatement that to obtain 

the public information I sought I had to persevere 

4/7/70, Eckhoff's endorsement begains with a complaint ab
out the amount of work 

required by my requests. Aside from whether or not they c
ompelled this length letter 

writing, they have the obligations -to hake public information available. 

But bearing on this is other information, all recorded in
 writing. 

There came a time when there were long delays in meetin a
ny kind of request. I'd 

stop while driving into Washington to give them ample not
ice of my coming (sometimes I 

also wrote earlier) and to request specific files. Obtain
ing these files was no big deal 

for them. It would require no more than removing a few cl
early labelled boxes from the 

shelves and having them in the readding room, the nornel 
practise in any event. I'd then 

get the Archives and find the records not in the reading 
room. I'm sure that even after 

I got there and called there were times when I'd spend ho
urs awaiting them. 

As a result of this and about the disappearance of record
s not since replaced and 

since confessed to (including with falsehood before the A
bsug committee about two years ago) 

I complained in the epilogue to WWII about understaffing:
 two part—time people in the 

archive of the Warren Commission. Rhoads told me in the h
alleck courtroom that there was 

no manpower shortage, no denial of necessary manpower. If
 true, and it was not true, then 

what is true in any event from this first record alone is
 more true: they were deliberately 

not only denying me public information but were going out
 of their way to make my work 

more difficult if not impossible. 

JL: before the classic confession that follows, please no
te that I still have a 

separate file of the Perrie records when I ultimately got
 them. They are not in a single 

instance subject to withholding under any law or regulati
on and from the applicable guide-

line clearly could never be withheld. 

Next they say "we can t completely ignore his requests th
e way other agencies do." 

(Which also means these was internal communication betwee
n the agencies on this.) 

Next is the confession that aside from handling the repro
duction for all of those 

records and on so important a national question Johnson, 
who had other duties, was the 

only one who could search and he was told to break anothe
r in "to assist him" on other 

than merely handling "reproduction." (Simmons was very ni
ce but not very bright.) 



With Eckhoff's approval "Because our correspondence has become so extensive and 

confusing...we should restrict our replies as much as possible." This meant that in 

practise it required months to get an answer that geo2-rally was no answer, leading to 

continued withholdings. 

3/19/70 Angel acknowledges that the autopsy materials I have been seeking have been 

provided by the secret service in this letter to Yock. (Is he in the legal dept? It says L.) 

The copies said to be enclosed itere are not attached. 
The last sentence of the first graf actually says there had also been a waiver by 

use, by thV Clark panel whose report by this time had been public well over a year. 

The Van Cleve correspondence said to be enclosed is not here. 
Next they admit that the copy I asked for was the 4overnmentAs and could not be 

withheld as the property of the Kennedy family. 
twit 	This is followed by still another explanation: there have been dirtyworks I'll spot! 

Angel even had a draft of a letter to cover what they'd send me. And didn't. It is 
here. 'J ohnson drafted it. 

7/31/70 Johnso drafts a them° from Rhoads to Yock in which they are not even going to 

give a reason for denying me the record they've already adknowledged they cant withhold 

and I can just go ahead and sue. 
7/28/70, this attached draft is one in which they would have claimed kb)(6) 

It discloses by what was removed that they have other undescribed Kennedy papers. 

The delibertae evasion and I think the FOIA violation becomes even more clear when 

there is all of this paper on what I am asking for when they respond only in terms of 

"the entire Burkley name file." Thye knew they had elected to file the clearly described 

records other than in this name file. As I recall I ultimately located some where they 

could not possibly belong - in the files of what was sent to the Government Printing Office. 

They admit records are missing. Rhoads swore to the House committee that it has been 

his ppactise to seek replacements from original sources. here they are explicit in saying 

they will not because it takes time! Other records we now have make it clear they even 

knew who among the staff and members had stolen such records" 
They admit they were wrong, not I, in the matter of the Nichols picture. They labelled 

their negatives with the name of the requestor. I have seen many. I asked for this kind 

of picture early, before others. Nichols, who is a plagiarist, later sought to duplicate 

it so he could claim the work as his own. The idea was not. 
On page 3 their statements relating to Ferrie are false. Those pages were not withheld 

under the guidMines. 1  have them not. They do not qualify for any withholding. 

On the 1/15/64 memo, they never have explained how I could have known about it if 

in fact I had not examined it, as I did, when I asked for a copy. 
I wonder how they could apply the last sentence on this page to an American who 

lives in Alaska or Hawaii or is bedridden, as I'm sure I asked: come here or you can't 

have what you want. 
They begin page 4 by saying they will not even send me copies of records if it takes 

them time to locate their own records! 
Here also is where theypromised to let me know when they released what I had been 

denied. They violated this 
Johnson had the good grace to remove his delibate lie about the delay in responding. 

Their earlier letters make clear this is to discourage my quest for public information. 

The first of two attached drafts relates to the improper withholding of covering 

letters with which what had been given to me by the Sdecret Service was sent to the 

archives. They fear I will ask for more they withheld improperly and it requesed 

yrafs more to break loose. Tese two drafts are a jump to 10/27/72, the date on the second. 

With the second they were to send the SS covering letters but not the memo of transfer. 

Still a third version of the same date denies the covering letters under (b)(5), claiming 

it refers to"confidential data." This is literally false. 
11/22/72- UGH! The are determined to withhold improperly on Johnson's advice, to "avoid 

requests Weisberg is sure to ask for when he sees reference to them. The bottom line, in 



handwriting, concurs,"Mr. Weisberg would probably demand access to every document 
mentioned in the transmittal letters." 

11/15/72 The general counsel will defend either decision.He also fears my requests 
certain to follow and to be "stickier." Recommends direct quoattion of the Act, done. 
Beixestxsittlx2003z 

2/7/73 Rhoads tales his worries about the releases in response to another related 
request up. What he fears letting me have has been made available and the world did not 
then crumble. Only I was denied it for years, past the point where I could use it/ 

3/21/75 refers to Lesar's request for the memo of transfer for me. With Robert 
Aennedy safely dead it refers to Evelyn incoln as mentioned in the memo as his agent. False. 

HR should read graf 2 with care. "t'refers to the slides and "a box 'containing 
certain gross material'" and other things as being in the Archives then. 

Graf 3 says there remain Sautopsy materials still in the possession of the Kennedy family." 
/46 

6/6//b
6 
 Johnson's memo on conference with Charles Simms, Legal Counsel, DJ. 

On axxxissexx transcripts, JL read 1. with great care. (Still a Commission to DJ!) 
Dees this date my first requests to before FOIA? 

2. They approve making the "original" guidelines available, and even in shortened 
form. 

4. Refers to Manchester bqt doesn't say so. Does in parens on p. 2, qgoting me. But 
refers to Manchester as JFK's biographer. Not then. 

They did not take his advice,ainunkill him with kindneds." They knew they could not. 

6/2/66, a letter to me with a line diagonally through it. Apparently one Simms did 
not favor. 

/ Undated draft referring to my 11/4 and 24 and 12 1,4 and 12 1969.a
I 
 sks that they consider 

all my requests under FOIA and as appeals under it. They say it is difficult. Because of 
the volume. It says the burden is on me of deciding what I want, for all the world as 
though there is reason to belive I,ask because I don't want. 

Separate draft of response to my 11/4/69. Forwarded to Director of Information. 
l'his is on memo of transfer. 

Separate draft of reply to my 11/18/69/ 

9/17/70raraft of affidavit , apparently by Johnson for Rhoads. Refers to Howard as 
my acquaintance. Wonder how they knew. This may be the origin of the false swearing that 

had not made a request. It in fact had been rejected afte_7 appeal. 

3/22/74 on 1/27/64 ex sess transcript. Next is draft of letter to Colby about it. 
Next to Colby. Although earlier they had declined security reviews once I file suit they 
take it as demand for a review, review and decide to release. 

11/12/72 says they are showing JFK clothing to "researchers." Goes into revisions of 
regulations. Attached is the change they made after 2569-70. The first page here is second. 
The diference in typing is quite visible. They have refused to provide me with a copy 
of the regulations that were applicable at the time of the suit. 

3/8/72 It has been their practise to provide copies of copyrighted pictures with a restriction 
stamp on the back. They had denied me this but here they state it. 

4/2/75 in this they unwittingly sppply the names deleted from the 12/5/63 executive session 
transcript andin sh doing disclose no genuine privacy issue. I think it gives away the 
content of the 5/19 transcript, too, and we were right and the judge wrong. Does JL want 
to amend on the ground that the same defendant withheld this from me and has now released 
it once the case was_out of district court? JL- go over all of this with care. Incidently, 
the did release the ,rs. JFK page because Paul had appealed, even though I had requested 
earlier. But they say they have no defense on it. 
3/6/73 refers to attachment not attached, a Garfinkel memo on my requests. But it may be 
next, 2/29/73. 
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Tab A 

2pp undated, unaddressed memo by GSA general counsel sgys Robert l'ennedy asked that 
"autopsy dacuments be listed and turned over to the private custody of the Kennedy family. 
This was accomplished..." Says only some given back to government. 
Aemo transfer not covered by agreement! Last sentence first page confirms me on the Secret 
Service copy being a government record and not immune. (Sit they continue to withhold.) 
6/19/69 Angel memo with my 6/2/69 letter to AG, says with routing slip but it is not here. 
In it I broaden earlier King rwquests. 

Tab B My litter of 2/15/72 is here as is Vawter's 3/6/response. What is missing is /1111 
the records leading to this response and the drafts of the response made for him by those 
whose determinations were under appeal. That this is the case is established by the note 
at the bottom of the second page, typed "see attached material for concurrences by L." with 
an ap'oended hand note "2/29/72 concurred in draft." 

3/28/75 release of memo transfer and other papers to me via Jim 'esar but with total 
absence of all relevent records leading to this change. Some still withheld. Those re-fords 
bearing on this continued to be withheld. The 3/21/75 memo does not cover this. 
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.TA1.A 
2pp undated, unaddressed memo by GSA general counsel says Robert aennedy asked that 
*autopsy documents be listed and turned over to the private custody of the Kennedy family. 
This as accomplished..." Says only some given back to goverment. 
Aemo transeer not covered by agreement! Last sentence first page confirms me on the Secret 
Service copy being a government record and not tellattle. (Se they continue to withhold.) 

6/19/69 Angel memo with my 6/2/60 latter to AG, says with routing slip but it is not here. 
In it I ,broaden earlier King motets. 

mga.i,Xy letter of 2/15/72 is here as is Vaster's 3/6/response. What is misting is all 
the records leading to this response and the drafts of the response made for him by those 
whose determinations were under appeal. That this is,the case is established by the note 
at the bottom of the second page, typed "see attached material for cenetaTeMeee by L." with 
an ap;,unded hand note "2/29/72 concurred in draft." 

3/20/75 release of memo transfer and other papers to me via Jim "esar but with total 
absence of all relevant records leading to this change. Some still withheld. Those retards 
bearing on this continued to be Withheld. The 3/21/75 memo does not cover tUs. 



Bear Paul, 	 11/6/77 

Before the moil ease yesterday and after I took my outeping soil out to tee box 
for "ckup I wrote you sun Bad iedioatiagey belief that there has been a change in 

policy. That letter is enclosed. 
In the sail yesterday I received copies of records I've been after for years. 

They are Let free eneplete but they are very helpful. The/ plate to my requests over 
the years for autopsy records, particularly the memo of traEfere 

As you know in several cases you later duplicated some of fly early request,. 
Wane oasis, as you. suspected, while I had not pressed ay appeal you did. At does 

appear that although I tad asked for it earlier they released that one pea of Jackie'e 
testimony in response to your appeal. 

We both asked for teases' review records on the autopsy. I've just checked and see 
that while I have a file Autoesy-aavy, I have acne fbr this review aced I have no oopy 
of it in that file. I have the imeressiau I did receive it, however. If you beveoa oopy 
I'd appreeiate it together with aey other relevant records. I sag,ost copies to eim and 
yard could be vary helpful. Howard has pressed with diligence and suceees for the 
internal reuords relating to my efforts to obtain the moo of transfer. "iie will be 
;reaming through legal *hennas. 

These records should be of great help to his, meaning bare not those I ask from 
you, of which it may well bebtrue, but those I have received. At is an incredible record 
of deliberate violation of the law, deliberate denial of what it is reaognised cannot be 
withheld, and on the other band a very featterixe;relectioa of rzr =curacy in analysis 
and on cetters of fact. I oorectly understood that they were up to and sy letters, insofar 
as they have provided =edges, reflect that I even told them. 

nab she has ties today til will be making copies of these records I've received 
that 4  think can be of interest to Jim on the one hand and to you on the other. If the 
copies are net as clear as they eould be, and my reoellection after reading on easy poor 
ones over a two-day period is net clear, believe se it is not because All is not a easter 
of our new meoeine or because it is not a so= machine. Assume that poor copies eyesore 
legeble than ee4 orieients because Lil has learuedhow to do 1:414 with the new maculae. 

By another renarcable coinadenco But phoned last evening for the first time in a 
long time. he is cueing tc discuss unspeoefiedeatters with ea this afternoon or evening. 
Perhaps he also perceives what I had. Be may also have other natters in mied. 

review of this new material that in fact goes beak to 1968 forUflos ay belief that 
Jim can make a stalwart ease of geeing we all the withheld JIM records without oost tee= 
in part od whet officials halt_ dame to se over the years with regard to them. The odd 
think about the law as he has reported it to no is that they neet be used for a deliberate 
tort. (My attitude is let thee claia it dam 4.113,4jagaja tort.) 

I'm sendiag uia and Howard espies of this so they'll be able to understand whatever 
you =Ay *ries or send. 

There are no other references to you or your requests in this Igrge file I've received. 
I have spotted saw omissious so I'll be going back to Bbeedse If I late' receive 

any I'll send thew. Meesehile, I urge yobs to sake a similar requeste.for all records relating 
to you teiderlaile..a.  one Fele. They can t soak you for seer= fees under PA and they 
can't release to others under PA idlers your Pk rights are involved. Parteoularly because 
of Sin able and successful efforte do deauggest that you keep Bayard fully infonsed. With- 
out his efforts and a release i gave bin to bypass thair right to 'withhold what relates to 
as personally those records would not no, have hem sent to his and to as (only). 

You should also be aware that /fee had alleged as internal government conspiracy to 
withhol and to pros-eat the official mythology and to by-pose the Act we would have been 
absolutely (=root, so include in your request lame that includes all communicatione 
between the Archives, Gee and all, other agencies. that I have just gone over Indicates 
this was not only extensive - they even knew thing* net reflected about sy associations 
of 1969. tot reflected in the records and without say basis in any official records save 
asthey coulee have been the result of swevillense, mail intercepts or both....Becense I 
as too,  deeply immersed in other setters it would probably help if when you respom  you include 
a  oopy of this. In baste, 



Dear Byword, 	 11/6/77 

When you respond please include a copy of the notes I've made on the records we 
both received from Rhoads in respond to your peso of Transfer efforts. My language in 
writing  ?ma about this is not accidene#1. I don:,,t 04 moo you to have any problems twos his judgement or those be still trusts and deals with, like Litton. The potential for good 
from all this evil is too great. 

Do not regard my bates as definitive. Please try to find more time than I've taken 
for a careful examination of these records. While I'll be going  back to Rhoads en this 
in away other than you will, I strongly urge you to make your own. Independent demand for the still withheld records. They are referred to in those provided. I think thda should include all the Marshall-GSA contact. 

In the Kennedy family part rai, still not persuaded that it had personal possession of the withheld materials. I am persuaded that the possession viten not overtly in the regular agencies, like 38, was by the Kennedy library, which is Archives. As these records show, to the time of tranfer I was correct in saying  that it was not Berkley but SS that had poikosion. This makes the Burklay signature something  to consider bocanse in fact 
he did not have possession yet aigned the papers, ate. 

There is a record of your and ay association as of 1969. I'll he addressing  this to Rhoads one way. I think you should in your maw. Zo such record is included, it is 
relevant to your request an:: it esrteinly is within My PA request. 	 4 

It 'dill not be lost on you that all *ego records are within my earlier, including PA requests. From this a) why were they withhold and bI why are then now released? 
Be extremely careful in reading. his is a troasureof evil. gate the self-

disclosures by and about `Watson, who I lease for the first,time is a lawyer rather than a professional archivist es I'd assumed. In partioular such things as "hat he said about Ford, the 1/27 transcript and the real reasons for withholding  it. (I may make use of this now but if I do it will be with a call to you prerequisite. 1 have Lee Whitten in mind.) I must hasten to get onto 1996 matters as soon as possible. But let me also call to your attentioml% their actual praatise on pictures that were copyrighted prior to their desire to withhold JYK pictures. 
There is much of this significant nature in these records. 
Jim has a problem from the immunity to a deliberate-tor% defense. Nave you any suggestions? 
/delve done great in this! 

LAY on! 


